
19th Sunday© 

 It seems fairly obvious that today’s readings are centered around 

Faith. 

 In the first reading from Wisdom, we hear, “The night of the 

Passover was known beforehand to our fathers, that, with sure 

knowledge of the oath in which they put their FAITH…. They might have 

courage.” 

 And in the letter to the Hebrews, we hear, “FAITH is the 

realization of what is hoped for and evidence of things NOT seen,”   And 

then we are given the story of Abraham, the epitome of Faith, and the 

Father of the Jewish, Islamic and Christian Faith.  By Faith, Abraham 

obeyed…. By Faith he sojourned…..By Faith, he received power to 

generate.   

And in Faith, all of these died.  They did not receive what had been 

promised, but saw it and greeted it from afar, and acknowledged 

themselves to be strangers and aliens on earth, and so, now they desire 

a better homeland, a heavenly one. 

 One of My favorite stories of faith is in Indiana Jones and the Last 

Crusade!  Remember that movie?  Indiana’s Father is after the Holy 

Grail….. and so are the Nazis. 

 Toward the end of the movie, they have arrived at the entrance to 

the secret place where the Holy Grail has been hidden for centuries… 

but no one seems to be able to pass through the safeguards set up to 

protect it.  The German soldiers who are “volunteered” to go after it, 

keep getting their heads sliced off.  So, the evil Nazi in charge tells Indy 

that he must go after the Grail, as he pulls a gun. 



 Indiana says, “Shooting me won’t get you anywhere.” 

 And the evil man says, “you’re Right!”  Then turns and shoots 

Indiana’s father in the gut, not causing immediate death, but imparting a 

mortal wound that will bleed the poor guy to death in a matter of 

minutes. 

 As Indy holds his father in his arms in shock at what has 

happened, the evil man says to him, “The healing power of the Grail is 

the ONLY thing that can save him now…… It’s time to ask yourself…. 

What …. You…… believe. “ 

 And of course, Jones is able to reason through all of the booby 

traps and get the Grail and have his Father drink from it, just in the nick 

of time to save his life and heal his wound. 

 Maybe it’s a good time for us to do a little self-check and ask 

ourselves what WE REALLY BELIEVE. 

 Do we believe in the Healing Power of the Grail.?  We are actually 

about to partake of the very body of Christ for ourselves. 

 Are we living like we believe?  Are we living our Faith 

courageously?  Are we stepping out in Faith, Surrendering ourselves to 

God’s will?  And do we desire a better homeland, a heavenly one?  Are 

we building up treasure there? 

And perhaps most importantly, Are we ready to go there?  Are we 

prepared like the good servant in the Gospel?  Are we vigilant.... waiting 

for the Master’s arrival? 

The older we get, the more real that return of the Master becomes.  

It would be real unusual for a wedding to only last one day in the 

ancient middle East.  That’s why Jesus made over a hundred gallons of 



wine in Cana, those parties could go on for over a week.  So, the servants 

might slack off for the first day or so, but after that, each day is another 

chance to be prepared. 

Everyone believes that people are living longer because o f 

advances in modern medicine, but I’m not sure it’s not because the 

world has become so secular, that we need more time to be prepared for 

our true better homeland—the heavenly one. 

It may not be tomorrow…. Or it MAY be,…… we don’t know….. 

That is the point. 

 So, maybe we should make a deposit into our ultimate retirement 

account… today!  We need to be prepared.  Like Deacon Don told us last 

week…… we need to build up our treasure in heaven.   

 And in the meantime….. Keep the Faith! 

  


